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There’s more to presenting an engaging recital then simply per-
forming beautifully crafted music with all the correct notes 
played at the right time. A performer also needs to be able to 
speak about the music in a conversational and informative man-
ner that gives the audience the information they need to know 
without making them feel like there’s going to be a quiz at the 
end. On Monday, March 18 in the Studio Theatre at the Stocker 

Cesar Rodriguez most certainly had the audience's rapt attention 
during their recital titled The American Sprite II. The evening fea-
tured music by North and South American composers and was 
presented as part of Lorain County Community College’s Signa-
ture Series. 

School of Music and St. Mary’s College in Maryland, has a way of communicating even 
the most complicated musical rhetoric in down-to-earth terms. And this admirable trait 
was in evidence as she explained Lukas Foss’s use of extended techniques in his Three 

, which opened the program. Originally written for 

Early Song and were performed with charm 
-

ment, 

Black Anemones, 

have the chance to hear it again, especially in the hands of technically solid musicians. 

In his an evolving romance
compositional pallet. The players gave a nuanced performance of the lyrical, neo-classi-
cal work. 

Carlos Rodriguez was given his moment on stage alone during performances of Manuel 
Ponce’s Intermezzo and Alberto Ginastera’s Malambo



would have been nice. Rodriguez showed his skills as an improviser during Café 1930 
and  from Astor Piazolla’s popular 
guitar, Rodriguez skillfully improvised from the guitar score which added a clever spon-
taneity that is usually lacking in performances of the piece and the audience acknowl-
edged their appreciation with a deserved ovation.

Amazing Grace, a 
piece that in any arrangement is sure to please the listener. 


